In the literature there are several studies comparing the accuracy of various models in describing the PvT behavior of polymers. However, most of these studies do not provide information about the quality of the estimated parameters or the sensitivity of the prediction of thermodynamic properties to the parameters of the equations. Furthermore, there are few studies exploring the prediction of thermal expansion and compression coefficients. Based on these observations, the objective of this study is to deepen the analysis of Tait, HH (Hartmann-Haque), MCM (modified cell model) and SHT (simplified hole theory) equations of state in predicting the PvT behavior of polymers, for both molten and solid states. The results showed that all equations of state provide an adequate description of the PvT behavior in the molten state, with low standard deviations in the estimation of parameters, adequate sensitivity of their parameters and plausible prediction of specific volume, thermal expansion and isothermal compression coefficients. In the solid state the Tait equation exhibited similar performance to the molten state, while HH showed satisfactory results for amorphous polymers and difficulty in adjusting the PvT curve for semicrystalline polymers.
Introduction
The study of the thermodynamic behavior of polymers is essential to analyze the physical transformations that occur during processing, e.g. injection molding or extrusion, and to predict the properties of the final products. Polymers in melt state or in solution can be represented correctly by an equation of state (EoS) because these can be considered equilibrium states for polymers. Conversely, the solid state is at least one quasi-equilibrium state, because the properties depend on the conditions of solidification, as the cooling rate and pressure, which difficults their description by means of EoS [1] . Numerous equations of state have been developed to describe the PvT (pressure-volume-temperature) behavior of polymers. In literature, there are several studies comparing the fitting accuracy of various models for PvT data of polymers [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . These studies are focused mainly in the analysis of the fitting accuracy of the specific volume in the molten state, employing usually the method of least squares [2, 3, 6, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] for the parameter estimation step. They showed that the theoretical equations based on cell-and-hole models and the Tait and the Hartmann-Haque (HH) empirical equations are those which provide more accurate fitting of the experimental data.
On the other hand, little information is available in the literature on at least two important aspects that are essential for the use of the referred equations in process simulation: quality of the estimated parameters as a function of the model employed and fitting accuracy of the models for thermal expansion and isothermal compression coefficients.
The isobaric thermal expansion coefficient ( β ) and isothermal compressibility ( κ ) are defined by:
where the negative sign indicates the volume decrease with pressure increase [21] . These coefficients are important for the simulation of polymer processing operations, because they are present in the governing equation of energy conservation. However, to the best of our knowledge, the only studies on their prediction from EoS are those of Utracki [22, 23] , in which the prediction of thermal expansivity and compressibility by hole models is analyzed.
Based on these observations, the objective of this study is to deepen the analysis of Tait, HH, MCM (modified cell model) and SHT (simplified hole theory) equations of state in prediction of PvT behavior of polymers, in both molten and solid physical states. The EoS were analyzed with respect to: (i) quality in the estimation of its parameters by the method of least squares, (ii) sensitivity of their predictions to each of its parameters, (iii) quality of the prediction of the specific volume, and (iv) quality of the prediction of isobaric thermal expansion coefficient and isothermal compressibility.
Equations of State Analyzed

Tait equation of state
This equation is purely empirical, and was originally proposed for water. Presently, through various modifications, it is applied to a wide variety of substances, being possibly one of the equations of state most used to model the PvT behavior of polymers [3] . For some authors, it is not a true equation of state, but an isothermal compressibility model Polímeros , 25(3), 277-288, 2015 278 (i.e., a volume-pressure relationship). Tait equation can be written as [3] :
where for polymers in the molten state, i.e., above the liquid-solid transition temperature:
and for polymers in solid state, i.e., below the liquid-solid transition temperature ( )
The liquid-solid transition temperature, which is the glass transition temperature for amorphous polymers and the melting or crystallization temperature for semicrystalline polymers, can be calculated by
In these equations, v is the specific volume of the polymeric material; the coefficient C is a constant equal to 0.0894; o v is the specific volume at zero pressure; t ν is the specific volume corresponding to crystalline phase; B is the sensitivity to pressure of material; 1 9 b are particular parameters of semicrystalline polymers that describe the form of the state transition [24] .
HH equation of state
Hartmann and Haque [10] developed an empirical equation of state combining the thermal pressure function of Pastine and Warfield, the zero-pressure isobar presented by Somcynsky and Simha, and the empirical dependence of volume with the thermal pressure. HH EoS describes the PvT behavior of polymers in the molten and solid states. It is given by:
where the dimensionless variables P  , v  and T  for molten polymers are defined as:
and for solid polymers as:
where 0 B , 0 v and 0 T are the characteristic parameters.
0
T and 0 v are defined as temperature and specific volume, respectively, extrapolated to zero pressure, while 0 B is identified as the isothermal bulk modulus extrapolated to zero temperature and pressure.
MCM equation of state
The modified cell model equation of state was developed by Dee and Walsh [2] , starting from the formalism presented by Prigogine et al. [25] . In the cell model, the compressibility and thermal expansion of the structure are explained only by changes in the cell volume. Dee and Walsh [2] introduced a numerical factor that scales the hard-core cell volume in the free volume term, disconnecting the theory from the specific geometry. This factor, q , was found to be constant for numerous polymers and equal to about 1.07. MCM EoS can be written as: 
The reduced parameters P  , v  and T  are defined as: 
SHT equation of state
The hole theory introduces empty cells in the cell model [26] , based on the concept that the thermal expansion of liquid is mainly due to holes ( h ), i.e., the empty cells, while volume changes of the cells are also allowed. Zhong et al. [27] simplified the hole theory through the use of an exponential function to the fraction of occupied cells. SHT EoS is derived as: 
where P  , v  and T  are reduced parameters defined by Equation 11 , y is the fraction of occupied cells, being defined by:
Methodology
The experimental PvT data used in this work were taken from the literature [7, 21, [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] as shown in Table 1 . For each polymer, the available data were subdivided in two sets: one used for parameter estimation (DATA1) and other for validation (DATA2). The construction of these subsets was based on random selection of points.
Differently from specific volume data, the isobaric thermal expansion and isothermal compression coefficients are hard to obtain experimentally. Thus, the EoS were only qualitatively analyzed with relation to the prediction of these coefficients, taking as basis of comparison their theoretically expected behavior. The estimation of parameters was conducted by the least squares method, using the lsqnonlin function already implemented in MatLab  software, with the following objective function ( FObj ):
where ( )
is the residual between predicted (ˆi v ) and experimental ( i v ) values and n is the number of points considered.
The parameters of the equations of state were estimated simultaneously, as suggested by Hartmann and Haque [10] . [33] . Likewise, for HH EoS, the experimental data were divided into two states: molten and solid state. The parameters of the MCM and SHT EoS were estimated only with molten state data.
The quality of the estimated parameters for each model was analyzed in terms of their covariance matrix ( V α ), evaluated using a routine developed in MatLab  , according the following expression [34] : ( )
where 2 y σ is the experimental data variance, H α is the Hessian matrix of FObj , and G α is the matrix that represents the derivative of the gradient of FObj with relation to the experimental values i v . The normalized parameter sensitivity matrix was used to evaluate the sensitivity of the predictions of the considered EoS to parameter variations. The coefficients of this matrix are given by:
where j a is the parameter of the equation analyzed. These coefficients were calculated using a MatLab  function, according to the following central-difference approximation:
with h equal to 10 -4
. In this way, the parameter sensitivity of the specific volume predictions was analyzed in a wide temperature range, at different pressures, for polycarbonate and linear polyethylene.
To appraise the fit and prediction quality of each model, the mean relative deviation (MRD) and the regression coefficient ( 2 R ) were calculated:
where i v is the arithmetic mean of experimental specific volumes.
Additionally, F-tests were performed to assess the suitability of the considered models. The value of 0 F used in the comparison with the critical value of F ( c F = F distribution value corresponding to 95% confidence) was defined as the ratio between the model ( 
where np is the number of estimated parameters.
The experimental variances are shown in Table 1 .
Results and Discussion
Fitting and prediction of specific volume
As mentioned previously, the comparison of the EoS under analysis with relation to the fitting of specific volume data has already been extensively studied by other authors [2, 3, 6, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . Therefore, in the present work, the analysis corresponding to the fitting stage will be focused only in the quality of the estimated parameters, aspect for which there is little information available in the literature.
The values of parameters estimated from data set DATA1 and their respective standard deviations are presented in Tables 2 and 3 , for the amorphous and semicrystalline polymers, respectively. The low values of the standard deviations indicate that the fitting were adequate. The parameters of equations of state showed a higher standard deviation for semicrystalline polymers, in both physical states. The fitting of Tait and HH EoS were better in molten state, both to amorphous and semicrystalline polymers. In general, Tait equation exhibited the lowest values of standard deviations (below 2%) except for the parameter 6 b in the cases of the polymers iPP and PLA, for which the linear dependence between transition temperature and pressure described by Equation 6 is not obeyed. For all equations of state, the greatest deviations were found for the parameters related to pressure, what can be explained by the wide range of pressure analyzed.
For the evaluation of the prediction capability of the studied models, calculations of specific volume for the conditions corresponding to each experimental data of data set DATA2 were performed using the values of parameters estimated with data set DATA1 (Tables 2 and 3) . The values of 0 F , MRD and 2 R obtained are presented in Table 4 , together with the respective values of c F used in the F-test to 95% confidence. As can be seen in Table 4 , all the four EoS provided predictions not significantly different from the experimental data ( 0 F < c F ), showing their adequacy in the prediction of the PvT behavior of the considered polymers. It is observed that Tait equation exhibited the lowest relative deviation module mean and the highest regression coefficient in most cases. However, the other equations of state studied also presented satisfactory results, with values close to those obtained with Tait EoS. The only exception was in the prediction of specific volume of semicrystalline polymers in solid state, where a higher difference between Tait and HH equations occurred. Figure 1 shows the residual plots for each equation of state. It is possible to observed that the predominately random nature of the errors distributions for both molten and solid state data, with the predictions of the HH EoS for molten iPP as only relevant exception. These results support the statement of good suitability of the EoS tested.
As example of the general behavior described in the previous paragraph, Figure 2 shows the variation of MRD with the temperature for an amorphous polymer, PC, and with the pressure and temperature for a semicrystalline one, iPP. It can be seen that the HH EoS presented a high relative deviation in solid state, especially at low pressures near the transition temperature (Figures 2c and 2d ).
Sensitivity analysis
The sensitivity of the prediction of specific volume with relation to each parameter of HH, MCM and SHT EoS is shown in Figure 3 . The sensitivity of parameters showed similar behavior for all these EoS, both to amorphous and semicrystalline polymers. Besides the highest sensitivity corresponds to the volume related parameters, the sensitivity to each parameter was nearly constant in the whole ranges of pressure and temperature analyzed.
For the Tait EoS, the behavior of the sensitivity to the parameters was somewhat different, as shown in Figure 4 . The sensitivity to the parameters 1 b and 2 b varied continuous and complementarily with the increase of the temperature (Figures 4b and 4c) , with increase of the sensitivity to 1 b and decrease of the sensitivity to 2 b . Moreover, it is perceived that there was an abrupt change in the sensitivity of the parameters of Tait EoS near the transition temperature of linear polyethylene in the solid state. b ) reveal sensitivity close to the transition regions, stating that they are within linked in modeling this region. Thus, this transition region has fundamental importance for the estimation of the parameters of the Tait EoS. Figure 5 shows the isobaric thermal expansivity calculated from the PC, PoMS, iPP and PLA by equations of state. It is observed that all the EoS predict similar values of this coefficient and are in qualitative agreement with the theory in the sense that the thermal expansion coefficient of a polymer melt is always greater than that of the corresponding amorphous and semicrystalline solid [35, 36] . However, Tait EoS, unlike the other equations, predicts a reduction of this coefficient with the increase of the temperature, contrarily to theoretical expectations [35] , revealing a limitation of the model. Moreover, in the case of semicrystalline polymers, Tait equation of state presented an abrupt increase in thermal expansion coefficient in the crystalline transition region. This occurs because Tait EoS describes satisfactorily sudden change in specific volume due to destruction/growth of crystallites, which does not happen with the HH equation. The theoretical equations of state, MCM and SHT displayed the same curve shape. Figure 6 shows the isothermal compressibility predicted from the PC, PoMS, iPP and PLA by equations of state.
Isobaric thermal expansion and isothermal compression coefficients prediction analysis
It appears that the equations predict values near. The curves exposed by EoS are consistent with the theory [35, 36] , coefficient gradually increases with temperature and decreases with pressure. Again, as in the case of predicting thermal expansivity, Tait equation of state exhibited an abrupt reduction of isothermal compressibility in the crystalline transition region. 
Conclusions
The Tait, HH, MCM and SHT equations of state were evaluated in prediction the PvT behavior of polymers, for both molten and solid physical states.
In the analysis of the PvT behavior of melt polymers, all equations of state studied showed adequate fitting of specific volume data, with light advantage of the Tait equation. No significant differences among them were observed in terms of quality of the estimated parameters, sensitivity of the predictions to the parameters, and of prediction of the thermal expansion and compression coefficients. Then, all EoS studied are appropriate in modeling the molten state.
In the analysis of the PvT behavior of solid polymers, Tait and HH equations exhibited differences in sensitivity analysis and specific volume prediction, justified mainly because HH EoS does not describe correctly the crystalline transition. The parameter estimation in both equations was adequate, with low values of standard deviations. Thus, the Tait equation of state is the most appropriate for modeling solid polymers, except for the prediction of the isobaric thermal expansion coefficient, property for which the values predicted with this equation are not in qualitative agreement with theoretical expectations.
Based on these results, the Tait equation of state can be indicated as the most appropriate for modeling the PvT behavior during processing of polymers.
